ABSTRACT: We propose a new method to compute asymptotics of periods using tropical geometry, in which the Riemann zeta values appear naturally as error terms in tropicalization. Our method suggests how the Gamma class should arise from the Strominger-Yau-Zaslow conjecture. We use it to give a new proof of (a version of) the Gamma Conjecture for Batyrev pairs of mirror Calabi-Yau hypersurfaces.
Introduction

The 'error term' in tropicalization
The relationship between tropical and algebraic geometry is based on the 'Maslov dequantization':
Setting b = 0, we can use this to arrive at the following approximation:
However there is an error term in this approximation (see Figure 1 ): in the limit T → ∞ it is given by (log T) In other words, ζ(2) = π 2 /6 arises as a subleading term in the Maslov dequantization.
Going one dimension up, we can calculate the error term in the analogous approximation (log T) 3 U log T 1 + T a 1 + T a 2 da 1 da 2 ≈ (log T) 3 U max(0, a 1 , a 2 )da 1 da 2 .
We will assume that U ⊂ R 2 is a polygon containing the origin, and transverse to the legs of the 'tropical curve' Sing(max(0, s 1 , s 2 )) (i.e. the locus where at least two of 0, s 1 , s 2 are tied for largest). The error term is equal to log T·U log 1 + e s 1 + e s 2 − max(0, s 1 , s 2 ) ds 1 ds 2 .
The integrand looks approximately like log (1 + e s ) − max(0, s) in the directions normal to the legs of the tropical curve. Thus the leading piece of the error term is equal to the total length of the tropical curve contained inside the region log T · U multiplied by ζ(2), which will be linear in log T . It turns out that there is also a constant term, which is equal to ζ(3) (see Proposition 4.5).
The main idea of this paper is to use such approximations to compute asymptotic expansions for period integrals, and to relate them to the Gamma class of the mirror, which we describe in the next section.
Figure 1: The graphs of log T (1 + T x ) and log T (1 + T x + T y ) when T = e. These images were produced by using Maple 2018 [adoWMI] .
The Gamma class and mirror periods
It has been long observed that products of the characteristic numbers of a Calabi-Yau manifold by zeta values can be found in the asymptotics of periods of the mirror near the large-complex structure limit. For example, ζ(3) multiplied by the Euler number of a quintic threefold appears in the famous work of Candelas-de la Ossa-Green-Parkes [CdlOGP91] . Later, Hosono-Klemm-Theisen-Yau [HKTY95] observed that certain Chern numbers of Calabi-Yau complete intersection threefolds can be read off from hypergeometric solutions to the mirror Picard-Fuchs equation. This observation led Libgober [Lib99] to introduce the (inverse) Gamma class which makes sense for any almost-complex (or stably complex-oriented) manifold. The Gamma class 1 of an almost-complex manifold X is defined to be the cohomology class
where δ i are the Chern roots of the tangent bundle TX (such that c(TX) = i (1 + δ i )) and γ = lim n→∞ (1 + 1 2 + · · · + 1 n − log n) is the Euler constant. In terms of the Gamma class, a conjecture put forward by Hosono [Hos06, Conjecture 2.2] (see also [Hor99, BH06, AvSZ08, Iri11] ) can be restated as follows:
Conjecture A (Gamma Conjecture in the Calabi-Yau case) Let X be a Calabi-Yau manifold equipped with a symplectic form ω and let {Z t } t∈∆ * be a family of Calabi-Yau manifolds parametrized by t in a small punctured disc ∆ * that correspond to (X, ω) under mirror symmetry. For a suitable choice of a holomorphic volume form Ω t on Z t and the coordinate t, we have (a) if a Lagrangian cycle C t ⊂ Z t is mirror to a coherent sheaf E on X , then Remark 1.1 (a) The original conjecture of Hosono [Hos06] is stated as an equality between periods and explicit hypergeometric series in the case of complete intersection Calabi-Yau manifolds. The version presented here can be obtained from the leading asymptotics of the hypergeometric series.
(b) Both sides of the equality in the Gamma Conjectures are multivalued functions of t: on the right hand side, a choice of branch of log t is required to specify a value for t −ω , while on the left hand side the monodromy of the family Z t in general acts non-trivially on the homology classes of Lagrangian cycles. The family of Lagrangian cycles C t mirror to E is identified over the universal cover of the punctured disc ∆ * .
(c) In the case of Batyrev mirrors discussed below, we take C + t to be the positive real locus of Z t whenever t is real and positive. This determines a cycle in Z t for all values of t, which is well-defined up to the monodromy of the family.
(d) This is not a mathematically precise conjecture since it depends on mirror symmetry. In the case of Fano manifolds, there is a precise conjecture (the original Gamma Conjecture) which can be formulated purely in terms of quantum cohomology of a Fano manifold X [GGI16, GI15, SS17] and is closely related to Dubrovin's conjecture [Dub98] .
(e) In the above conjecture, we implicitly assume that t = 0 is a point of maximal degeneracy in the sense that the associated limit mixed Hodge structure is Hodge-Tate [Del97] and that the mirror map takes the form 2 −ω log t + O(t) so that t = 0 corresponds to the large-radius limit point of (X, ω). We could further assume that the volume form Ω t is normalized by a Hodge-theoretic condition as discussed in [CdlOGP91, Mor93, Del97] .
(f) Using the Gamma class, Katzarkov-Kontsevich-Pantev [KKP08] and the third author [Iri09] introduced a rational/integral structure on the quantum cohomology, which conjecturally corresponds to the natural rational/integral structure (given by Betti cohomology) on the B-side.
Although the Conjecture A is not mathematically precise, we can make it precise by specifying what we mean by a "mirror pair" and by fixing the correspondence between equivalence classes of cycles on the two sides: the Strominger-Yau-Zaslow (SYZ) conjecture posits that mirror pairs should carry dual (possibly singular) torus fibrations, and building on this, the Gross-Siebert program gives a geometric construction of mirror pairs in some large generality (see [SYZ96, GS11] ). In our context, the positive real locus C + t is expected to give a Lagrangian section of the fibration on Z t (for t real and positive), which determines the correspondence between Lagrangian cycles and coherent sheaves appearing in the Gamma Conjecture. The present paper aims to understand/explain the Gamma Conjecture from the viewpoint of the SYZ fibrations.
2 If the mirror map is of the form −ω log t + h + O(t) with h ∈ H 2 (X), then we need to replace Γ X with e h Γ X in the conjecture; the class h appears, for instance, when we replace t with 2t.
The Gamma Conjecture for Batyrev mirrors
Let ∆ ⊂ P R be a reflexive polytope, and ∇ ⊂ Q R its polar dual, where P ∼ = Z n+1 and Q := P ∨ 3 . Let V be a subset of ∂∇ ∩ Q containing all vertices of ∇ and let λ : V → R + be a positive real-valued function 4 . We assume that there exists a simplicial fan Σ λ on Q R such that the set of one-dimensional cones of Σ λ is {R ≥0 q : q ∈ V} and that λ extends to a strictly-convex piecewise-linear function λ : Q R → R with respect to the fan Σ λ . We set f t (z) := q∈V t λq · z q for t ∈ R + and z ∈ P C * , andZ
The positive real locus C + t ⊂Z t is defined to be the intersectionZ t ∩ P R + ; this is homeomorphic to a real n-dimensional sphere for a sufficiently small t > 0.
Let Y ∇ denote the toric variety defined by the normal fan of ∇ and take a partial crepant resolution Y ∇ of Y ∇ which has at worst quotient singularities. The hypersurfaceZ t compactifies to a quasi-smooth Calabi-Yau hypersurface Z t ⊂ Y ∇ . The holomorphic volume form
also extends to Z t , where (z 0 , z 1 , . . . , z n ) denotes C * -coordinates on P C * ∼ = (C * ) n+1 . On the B-side of mirror symmetry we will consider the period integral
On the A-side of mirror symmetry, we consider the compact convex polytope
Our assumption on λ ensures that the slopes of the edges at each vertex form a basis of P R . We have a corresponding toric orbifold Y ∆ λ equipped with a Kähler class [ω λ ] = q∈V λ q · D q , where D q is the toric divisor corresponding to the qth face {p ∈ ∆ λ : q, p + λ q = 0} of ∆ λ . The Batyrev mirror of Z t is given by a quasi-smooth Calabi-Yau hypersurface X ⊂ Y ∆ λ [Bat94] . It is expected that the large-radius limit of X corresponds to the large complex structure limit t → 0 for Z t and that the Lagrangian sphere C + t ⊂ Z t is mirror to the structure sheaf O X of X . Therefore, part (b) of Conjecture A for Batyrev mirror pairs reads:
for some > 0, as t → +0.
Local integrals
We aim to compute the asymptotics of the period integral by breaking it up into local pieces using tropical geometry. The 'local period integrals' that will appear are (1)
The integral (1) converges because the integrand decays exponentially at infinity, due to the bound
This bound can be proved by observing that the function g (X j ) is analytic in a neighbourhood of [0, 1] k , and vanishes along the coordinate hyperplanes {X j = 0}, so is divisible by k j=1 X j . We define a class in H * (X) by
where σ = j∈V D j is the first Chern class of Y ∆ λ , and the sum is over all q ∈ V , all nonempty subsets J ⊂ V not containing q, ≥ 1 and m ∈ (Z ≥0 ) J .
Theorem B Let (X, Z t ) be a Batyrev mirror pair of Calabi-Yau hypersurfaces and let C + t ⊂ Z t denote the positive real cycle defined above. Then we have
Theorem B is proved by using tropical geometry to decompose C + t into pieces, so that the integrals of Ω t over these pieces are in one-to-one correspondence with the terms on the right-hand side.
We then show that G X = Γ X to conclude (part (b) of) the Gamma Conjecture for Batyrev mirrors.
Theorem C We have G X = Γ X . In particular, part (b) of the Gamma Conjecture A holds for Batyrev mirror pairs of Calabi-Yau hypersurfaces.
We remark that part (b) of the Gamma Conjecture has been proved in this context [Iri11, Theorem 1.1] (and more generally for Batyrev-Borisov mirrors of toric complete intersections); the novelty in our work is the method of proof, which relates the Gamma Conjecture to the SYZ Conjecture and the Gross-Siebert program. In fact, due to the local nature of the computations, we expect that it should not be significantly harder to implement our approach for general Gross-Siebert mirrors than for Batyrev mirrors. The Gamma Conjecture for general Gross-Siebert mirrors is open.
In a different direction, we expect that it should be possible to implement our approach to prove part (a) of the Gamma Conjecture for certain Lagrangian cycles C t fibring over 'tropical cycles' in the base of the SYZ fibration (see [CBM14, RS14] for the notion of 'tropical cycle' in closely-related contexts, and [Mat18, Mik18] for the construction of the corresponding Lagrangian cycles). Indeed this is essentially done in [RS14] , in the case that the tropical cycle in the base of the SYZ fibration is 1-dimensional. In this case the interesting part of the Gamma class (i.e., the part involving zeta values) does not appear in the computation: the mirror coherent sheaf is the skyscraper sheaf of a curve, and in particular its Chern character is concentrated in degrees ≥ 2n − 2, whereas the zeta values in the Gamma class of a Calabi-Yau only appear in degrees ≥ 4. This reflects the fact that the 1-dimensional tropical cycle can be (topologically) deformed to avoid the codimension-2 singular locus of the SYZ fibration, where the non-trivial contributions to the Gamma class are concentrated. 5
Plan
Theorems B and C will be proved in Sections 3 and 4 respectively. However, the geometric idea underlying our approach may not shine through the tropical combinatorics of the rigorous proofs. Therefore, in Section 2 we explain the idea behind the proofs informally, emphasizing the relationship with the SYZ conjecture and the Gross-Siebert program. The reader who has no interest in informal discussions can skip Section 2. 
Discussion and examples
In this section we sketch the proof of the Gamma Conjecture for Batyrev mirrors of dimension at most 3, emphasizing the relationship with the SYZ conjecture and the Gross-Siebert program. The discussion here is based on a conjectural SYZ fibration and is not intended to be completely rigorous. Observe that the Gamma Conjecture can be rewritten as (4)
where Γ i is the degree-2i component of Γ X .
Roughly speaking we will stratify C + t in accordance with the singularities of the SYZ fibration, and we will see that the codimension-i strata give rise to terms in the asymptotic expansion of the period integral which precisely add up to the ith term on the right-hand side. This is a compelling picture, but unfortunately it becomes more complicated in higher dimensions (compare Remark 2.3) and we have not been able to cleanly generalize it. Section 3 explains a more pedestrian version of our period computation which works in all dimensions, but which uses the embedding of Batyrev mirror pairs in toric varieties corresponding to dual reflexive polytopes.
Leading term
We consider the map Log t : P C * → P R Log t (z 0 , . . . , z n ) = (log t |z 0 |, . . . , log t |z n |).
In the limit t → 0, the amoeba Log t (Z t ) converges to the tropical amoeba, which is a codimension-1 weighted balanced polyhedral complex [Mik04] . The unique compact component of the complement of the tropical amoeba is precisely the polytope ∆ λ that appears on the A-side of our mirror statement.
The cycle C + t converges to ∂∆ λ as t → 0, and the pullback of the volume form Ω t to C + t converges to the rescaling of the affine volume form on each face by − log t. Using this we obtain that the leading term of the period integral is
The volume on the right-hand side coincides with the sum of symplectic volumes of boundary divisors
]. This coincides with the symplectic volume of X (since X is cohomologous to j D j ), which gives us the leading term in the Gamma Conjecture:
The sub-leading terms are related to the 'bends' in C + t where we interpolate between adjacent faces of ∂∆ λ , as we will see in the next sections. This is closely related to the SYZ conjecture, according to which there should exist a special Lagrangian torus fibration with singularities Z t → B, where B ∼ = ∂∆ λ is endowed with an affine structure. The cycle C + t should correspond to the zero-section B ⊂ Z t of this fibration. The restriction of the holomorphic volume form Ω t to the cycle C + t is real, and should be approximately equal to the pullback of the affine volume form on B. Thus the leading-order term of the period integral should be
The mirror X should admit a dual special Lagrangian torus fibration X → B, and its symplectic volume should coincide with the affine volume of B. Thus we obtain an explanation of the leading term in the Gamma Conjecture that is similar to the previous one. As promised, the codimension-0 locus of the base of the SYZ fibration gave rise to the i = 0 term on the right-hand side of (4). 
K3 surfaces
Let us consider the two-dimensional case, so Z t and X are K3 surfaces. There should be an SYZ fibration p :
. We have one affine coordinate chart of B for each face of ∆ λ , which has the subspace affine structure; and we also have an affine coordinate chart for each vertex, which is given by projection along the remaining 'ray' emanating from the vertex (see Figure 2 ). 
The resulting affine structure on B is defined everywhere except near certain points along the edges of ∆ λ , which correspond to the intersections of Z t with codimension-2 toric strata of Y ∇ . Generically, there are 24 of these, so we end up with an affine structure on the 2-sphere with 24 singularities.
Away from a neighbourhood of the singularities, the holomorphic volume form Ω t is approximately equal to the flat volume form to order O (t ), so
In a neighbourhood of a singularity, if we throw out terms of order O (t ) then the local model for
where {y 1 y 2 = 0} corresponds to the boundary divisor of Y ∇ (compare [KS06] ).
Example 2.2 Let X ⊂ CP 3 be a quartic K3 surface equipped with a symplectic form ω in the class c 1 (CP 3 ). The mirror is given byZ t = {tW 1 + tW 2 + tW 3 + t/(W 1 W 2 W 3 ) = 1}. The tropical amoeba ofZ t is shown in Figure 2 ; the Log t -image of the positive real cycle C + t converges to the boundary of the simplex ∆ λ = {w 1 ≥ −1, w 2 ≥ −1, w 3 ≥ −1, w 1 + w 2 + w 3 ≤ 1} as t → +0, where w i = log t |W i |. We cover ∂∆ λ by affine charts: on the interior of a facet (yellow region), we consider the subspace affine structure, and around a lattice point v on an edge (blue region), we consider the affine structure given by the projection along the ray R + v. The singularities of the affine structure occur somewhere between adjacent lattice points on edges. For example, consider the red region in Figure  2 , which lies between the two affine charts (w 2 − w 1 , w 2 + w 3 + 1), (w 2 − w 1 , w 3 ) associated with the rays R + (−1, −1, 1) and R + (−1, −1, 0). Since tW 3 = t 1+w 3 and t/(W 1 W 2 W 3 ) = t 1−w 1 −w 2 −w 3 are exponentially small near the red region, the cycle C + t in this region is given by the equation
Setting x = t −(w 2 −w 1 ) , y 1 = t −(w 2 +w 3 +1) , y 2 = t w 3 , we find that the red region of the cycle is approximated by the local model 1 + x = y 1 y 2 above. Note that (log t x, log t y 1 ) and (log t x, log t y 2 ) give affine charts of the adjacent blue regions.
The base of the SYZ fibration at such a point is a 'focus-focus singularity'. An approximation to the SYZ fibration p : Z t → B can be written down away from the region where both y i are small. The approximation is defined using coordinates b = − log t |x|, c 1 = − log t |y 1 |, c 2 = − log t |y 2 |; we have p ≈ (b, c 1 ) away from y 1 = 0 and p ≈ (b, c 2 ) away from y 2 = 0. We observe that
when b 0 or b 0, so the transition maps for the approximate SYZ fibration are approximately affine-linear in these regions. The fact that these transition maps are different for large and small b accounts for the non-trivial monodromy of the affine structure around the focus-focus singularity. ⊂ R 3 , with the horizontal coordinates corresponding to c 1 and c 2 , and the vertical coordinate to b. On it we draw the level sets of the coordinates of the SYZ fibration, where each is defined. We cut out a region p −1 (U) ∩ C + t where U is a neighbourhood of the singularity in the base of the SYZ fibration. It will have boundaries −B ≤ b ≤ B for some large B; c 1 ≤ C 1 for some large C 1 , so that c 1 is a coordinate of the approximate SYZ fibration along that boundary; and c 2 ≤ C 2 for some large C 2 , for the same reason. We assume B C 1 + C 2 so that the boundaries c 1 = C 1 and c 2 = C 2 do not intersect. We integrate Ω t = (− log t) 2 db ∧ dc 1 over p −1 (U) ∩ C + t , which means we calculate the area of its projection to the b-c 1 plane. This is the area of the region {(b, c 1 ) :
In contrast, the affine volume of U will be
The difference between these two is the contribution of this region to the sub-leading terms of our period integral. It is equal to
as we observed in the Introduction (see Section 1.1). Thus we have established that each of the 24 singular points in the SYZ base (i.e., the codimension-2 strata) gives rise to a contribution of −ζ(2) to the sub-leading term in the period integral. These terms sum to
using the fact that Γ 2 = −c 2 (TX) = −24[pt] for a K3 surface, which is the i = 2 term in the right-hand side of (4) as promised. This completes the sketch proof of Theorem C in dimension 2. The complete proof of Theorem C that we give in Section 4 applies even in situations where X is not smooth but only quasi-smooth, which means (in this two-dimensional case) that some of the singular points in the SYZ base have collided. There is a new phenomenon here, which we briefly indicate without going into full details. We consider the tropical polynomial
and the leading behaviour of the corresponding 'error in tropicalization' integral
as t → +0, with a, B held fixed and satisfying |a| B. When a > 0, f a (b) has two bends and is 'tropically smooth' at both (i.e., the slope changes by 1). However when a ≤ 0, we have f a (b) = max(−b, b) and the two bends have collided into a single bend which is not tropically smooth (the slope changes by 2). This is reflected in the behaviour of the integral: when a > 0, the two bends in f a each contribute −ζ(2) to the leading term of the integral, by the computation of Section 1.1, so I(a, B, t) = −2ζ(2) + O(t ) for some > 0. When a < 0 the terms involving a contribute negligibly to the integral; after dropping these terms, a straightforward manipulation reduces the computation to that of Section 1.1, giving the answer −ζ(2)/2 + O(t ). This reflects the fact that, although two separate focus-focus singularities each contribute −ζ(2) to the period integral, after they collide the contribution is only −ζ(2)/2. The corresponding local model for Z t is given by y 1 y 2 = x + t −a + x −1 . The discontinuity of the constant term in the asymptotics of periods can be understood from the fact that the large-complex structure limit of Z t is different between a > 0 and a < 0.
This collision of two focus-focus singularities in the SYZ base of Z t is mirror to a degeneration of X so that it acquires an A 1 singularity. Indeed, a local picture for the development of this A 1 singularity is given by the family of toric varieties with moment polytopes {(b, c) : c ≥ f a (b)} as a passes from positive to negative. We consider the effect of this degeneration on the i = 2 term in the right-hand side of (4), which is
For a > 0, the local contribution to the Euler characteristic is 2, from the two toric fixed points; for a ≤ 0 the local contribution is 1/2, from the single toric fixed point which is an orbifold point of order 2.
Thus the effect of the collision of two focus-focus singularities on the period integral, and on the mirror integral (4), is the same: −2ζ(2) gets replaced by −ζ(2)/2. A similar phenomenon can be observed with the collision of k focus-focus singularities, replacing −kζ(2) with −ζ(2)/k.
Threefolds
Now we consider the case where Z t is 3-dimensional. In this case there is again an SYZ fibration p : Z t → B with B ∼ = ∂∆ λ , but the singular locus is more complicated: it generically consists of a trivalent graph lying inside the codimension-1 locus of ∂∆ λ [Gro01, Gro13, Rua01], and there are two types of vertices: those lying in the interior of a codimension-1 face, with the three incident edges all lying in the same face (which we will call 'type I'); and those lying at the intersection of three codimension-1 faces, with the three incident edges all lying in different faces (which we will call 'type II').
The edges
Along an edge of the singular locus, the SYZ fibration is a product of the two-dimensional case previously considered with an S 1 -fibration over an interval. Thus the integral along the edges should contribute −ζ(2) · (− log t) · (total length of edges), which comes out equal to The local model near a type I vertex is
where the boundary divisor of Y ∇ corresponds to {y 1 y 2 y 3 = 0}. The SYZ fibration is approximated using coordinates b = − log t |x| and c i = − log t |y i | as before. We set p ≈ (b, c 2 , c 3 ) away from y 1 = 0, p ≈ (b, c 1 , c 3 ) away from y 2 = 0, and p ≈ (b, c 1 , c 2 ) away from y 3 = 0. Observe that c 1 + c 2 + c 3 ≈ max(0, b) away from b ≈ 0 as before, so once again the transition maps are affine-linear away from this area. The region p −1 (U) ∩ C + t will be cut out by inequalities −B ≤ b ≤ B, c i ≤ C i as before, and we must calculate its projection to the b-c 1 -c 2 -plane. The projection to the b-c 1 -c 2 is cut out by inequalities
We assume B C 1 + C 2 + C 3 to ensure that the fiber of this region over b ∈ [−B, B] is nonempty. The fibre of this region over b ∈ [−B, B] is a right-angle isosceles triangle whose sidelengths are easily calculated, which gives the total volume of the region as (− log t)
db.
As before, we need to subtract off the affine volume of the region, which is (− log t)
However even after subtracting off this volume, we will still get a divergent integral as t goes to +0. That is because of the contributions from the edges of the discriminant locus: the three edges each contribute a term
to the integral. When we subtract off these contributions from the legs, we end up with the contribution which arises solely from the vertex of the discriminant locus, which is given by the integral (− log t)
We shall prove this later, see (17).
2.3.3 Type II vertex:
The local model near a type II vertex is
where the boundary divisor of Y ∇ corresponds to {y 1 y 2 = 0}. The SYZ fibration is approximated using coordinates b i = − log t |x i | and c i = − log t |y i |. The region p −1 (U) ∩ C + t will be cut out by (b 1 , b 2 ) ∈ V for some region V ⊂ R 2 enclosing the origin, together with c i ≤ C i , and we must calculate its projection to the b 1 -b 2 -c 1 -plane. We assume that max(0, b 1 , b 2 ) C 1 + C 2 for (b 1 , b 2 ) ∈ V . We find that this area is equal to (− log t)
Once again we subtract off the affine volume of the region, leaving
Next we need to subtract off the sum of the contributions from the edges of the discriminant locus, which is equal to ζ(2) multiplied by the total length L of the standard tropical line Sing(max (0, b 1 , b 2 ) ) contained in the region V . We shall show in Proposition 4.5 that (5)
so the contribution of a Type II vertex in the discriminant locus to the overall integral is −ζ(3). Remark 2.3 There is an important issue which we have glossed over in this computation: in order for (5) to hold, the boundary of the region V should be smooth and transverse to the edges of the discriminant locus (i.e., the legs of the tropical line) where it crosses them. For example, if one takes the region V shown in the left side of Figure 4 , the value of the integral (5) will be equal to 5ζ(3)/4 (see the proof of Proposition 4.5). Some of the contribution of the vertex is 'hiding in the kinks in the boundary of V ' in this case. It turns out that in higher dimensions, the local contribution is even more strongly dependent on the shape of the region V . For example it is not enough that V have no 'kinks' where it crosses the discriminant locus: in dimensions ≥ 4 the integral may in general depend on the angle at which V intersects the singular locus. We have not found a way to organize these choices efficiently. In Section 3 we take the more pedestrian approach of decomposing the cycle into pieces in a completely canonical way, at the cost of leaving certain 'kinks' in the pieces which result in a formula which is less visibly 'local' in the base of the SYZ fibration.
Proof of Theorem C in dimension 3
We can piece together a sketch proof of Theorem C in dimension 3 from the pieces we have assembled.
In Section 2.1 we have seen that the codimension-0 strata of the base of the SYZ fibration contribute the i = 0 term on the right-hand side of (4); in section 2.3.1 we have seen that the edges (codimension-2 strata) contribute the i = 2 term; it remains to see how the type I and type II vertices contribute the i = 3 term. It is clear that their contribution is (#(type I vertices) − #(type II vertices)) · ζ(3), which we must show is equal to
The answer now follows from the observation that in the stratification of X according to singularities of the SYZ fibration, each stratum has an S 1 factor and therefore vanishing Euler characteristic except for those lying over the vertices of the discriminant locus. The mirror to a type I SYZ fibre is a type II SYZ fibre, which has Euler characteristic −1; whereas the mirror to a type II SYZ fibre is a type I SYZ fibre, which has Euler characteristic +1. Therefore we have χ(X) = #(type II vertices) − #(type I vertices), which completes the sketch of a proof. 
Proof of Theorem B
In this section we prove Theorem B. We break up the mirror period integral into pieces corresponding to a polyhedral decomposition of ∂∆ λ , which is the limit shape of C + t . Then we express each piece in terms of integrals over the toric variety Y ∆ λ by applying the Duistermaat-Heckman theorem.
Tropical setup
Consider the affine functions
as well as the map i t : P R → P C * , i t (a 0 , . . . , a n ) = t a 0 , . . . , t an for t ∈ R + , which is left-inverse to Log t . If we define
We observe that log t t λq · z q = β q (Log t (z)) so β q is the 'tropical monomial' corresponding to the honest monomial t λq · z q . As a result, in the limit t → 0, the amoeba Log t (Z t ) converges to the tropical amoeba Sing(min(0, {β q } q∈V )), the non-smooth locus of the piecewise affine-linear function min(0, {β q } q∈V ) on P R [Mik04] . We observe that the unique compact component of the complement of the tropical amoeba is precisely the polytope ∆ λ that appears on the A-side of our mirror statement. In the limit t → 0, B t converges to the boundary ∂∆ λ of the polytope.
Decomposing the domain
We now decompose the domain B t of our period integral into regions where the different monomials dominate. can be presented as graphs over the shaded regions.
We cover P R with the sets
for q ∈ V . Thus we can cover B t with the sets B q t := U q ∩ B t . In the limit t → 0, B q t converges to the qth face of ∆ λ .
The above cover is well-adapted to consider tropical limits, but our analysis of sub-leading terms requires a further decomposition. Let us fix > 0, and for each {q} K ⊂ V set
In words, U q,K is the region where the tropical monomial β q is smallest (hence 'dominates') and the tropical monomials {β k } k∈K are not far behind.
We observe that U q is covered by the sets U q,K . Then we obtain a cover B q,K t := U q,K ∩ B t (see Figure  5 ). So our period integral is equal to
If we choose > 0 small enough, then B q,K t is nonempty for sufficiently small t > 0 if and only if the facets {β i = 0} ∩ ∆ λ with i ∈ {q} K have nonempty intersection, or equivalently, {q} K spans a cone of the fan Σ λ . Starting in the next section, and going through the end of Section 3.5, we will restrict to pairs (q, K) such that the facets corresponding to {q} K intersect.
Approximation in each region
Let us consider the integral over B q,K t . Observe that
We observe that over i t (B q,K t ), we have
because each contributing monomial is so. The idea for approximating the integral over B q,K t is to 'throw away' these negligible terms.
In order to evaluate the integral over the region B q,K t , we introduce an affine coordinate system (a, b k , c j ) on P R :
{c j } = a collection of integral linear functions completing a coordinate system. The fact that it is possible to complete {a, b k } to a coordinate system follows from our assumption that the fan Σ λ is simplicial and that the facets corresponding to {q} K intersect. We also write r q,K · da k∈K db k j dc j = the standard affine volume form on P R for some factor r q,K > 0 and set
for the residual volume form on the c-plane. When a, b k already form a coordinte system and there are no c variables, we regard d vol q,K as a measure on the point {0} = R 0 . Note that this is different from the affine volume form induced on a subspace of the form {a = const, b k = const} unless the covectors da = q, db k = k − q are part of a Z-basis of P ∨ .
We introduce the corresponding monomials on P C * :
In these coordinates we have
The volume form ofZ t is
in the region where the denominator does not vanish.
where we used (6) and the fact that 0 < w < f t (x, y, w) = 1 on C + t . Therefore we have
where π b,c denotes the projection to the (b, c)-plane and vol denotes the volume with respect to the product of k∈K db k and the residual volume form d vol q,K in (7).
Remark 3.1 We have been vague about how we choose an order of the coordinates a, b k , c j (or w, x k , y j ) and an orientation of the cycle B t ; strictly speaking we need them to define Ω t and the integral. For convenience, we shall always arrange these choices so that i * t Ω t defines a positive measure (density) on B t . Note that the factor (− log t) n appearing in the above formula is positive since (− log t) > 0 for a sufficiently small t.
Approximation in terms of volumes of polytopes
We now approximate the affine volume of π b,c (B q,K t ) in terms of the volumes of certain polytopes.
On B q,K t , the defining equation can be rewritten as
, which can be used to write a as a function a q,K (b, c) of the variables b k , c j . We observe that we have the approximation
is defined by the inequalities
which means the region π b,c B q,K t is defined by the inequalities
We will consider the fibres F q,K (b) of the projection
where we use the volume form d vol q,K (7) on the c-plane to define vol(F q,K (b)), so our next project is to approximate the volume of the fibres F q,K (b). We claim that
where F q,K (a, b) is the compact polytope in the c-plane defined by
with fixed (a, b). Indeed, this follows because F q,K (b) can be sandwiched between two perturbations of the compact polytope F q,K (a q,K (b), b) where the facets have been shifted by quantities of order O (t ).
We have succeeded in approximating the volume of π b,c (B q,K t ) in terms of the volumes of the polytopes F q,K (a, b), but we would prefer to work with the volumes of the polytopes E q,K (a, b) defined by
with fixed (a, b). We shall regard F q,K (a, b) and E q,K (a, b) either as polytopes in the c-plane or as subsets of P R with the values of (a, b) fixed. We have
This volume can be computed by the inclusion-exclusion principle: noting that
where we write b = (b k ) k∈K , b = (b j ) j∈J\K , and use the volume form d vol q,J to define vol(E q,J (a, b, b ) ).
This means our period integral becomes
Duistermaat-Heckman
We apply the Duistermaat-Heckman theorem to express the volumes of polytopes in (8) as symplectic volumes.
Lemma 3.2 For positive, sufficiently small a and b j with j ∈ J , we have
where D j ⊂ Y ∆ λ denotes the toric divisor corresponding to the jth facet {β j = 0} ∩ ∆ λ of ∆ λ , and σ := j∈V D j . The right-hand side vanishes when the facets corresponding to {q} J do not intersect.
Proof We use the Duistermaat-Heckman theorem to identify the volume of E q,J (q, b) with the symplectic volume of a toric subvariety of Y ∆ λ . The polytope E q,J (a, b) is defined by
which is equivalent to
This is precisely the face of the polytope ∆ λ corresponding to the set {q} J , where
When a and {b j } j∈J are sufficiently small, the combinatorial type of ∆ λ is the same as that of ∆ λ , and the volume of the face corresponding to {q} J is equal to the symplectic volume of the stratum
with respect to a symplectic form in cohomology class
by [Gui94, Theorem 2.10]. This yields the result. The right-hand side vanishes if D q ∩ j∈J D j = ∅, and therefore if the facets of ∆ λ from {q} J do not intersect.
Remark 3.3 We hid some technical details when applying the Duistermaat-Heckman theorem. When the covectors da, db j are not part of a Z-basis of P ∨ , the corresponding toric substack D q ∩ j∈J D j has a generic stabilizer. The order of the generic stabilizer equals the ratio between the affine volume form of the face corresponding to {q} J and the residual volume form d vol q,J on the c-plane. Since, by definition, the integral over D q ∩ j∈J D j is the integral over the coarse moduli space divided by the order of the generic stabilizer, the volume of E q,J (a, b) with respect to d vol q,J gives the correct answer.
We now substitute this into (8): we can ensure that b j in (8) is sufficiently small by making > 0 small, and also ensure that a q,K (b) in (8) is sufficiently small by making t > 0 small because of the estimate:
We now obtain:
where
The subscript 'n + 1' denotes the part of P t (D) in degree 2(n + 1): that is the only part that gets hit by the integral Y ∆ λ . The summand for (J, q) automatically vanishes unless the facets corresponding to {q} J intersect, in particular, unless the facets corresponding to {q} K intersect. Therefore we can now withdraw the assumption imposed at the end of Section 3.2 that the facets corresponding to {q} K intersect and consider the sum over arbitrary K, J, q with K ⊂ J and q / ∈ J .
End of the proof
Making the substitution s j = − log t · b j and expanding the exponential, we find that
where the sum is over ∈ Z ≥0 , m ∈ (Z ≥0 ) J , q, J with q / ∈ J and
is an -truncated version of the 'local integral' I , m in (1).
Lemma 3.4 We have I ; m (t) = I ; m + O (− log t) | m| t as t → +0, where | m| = j∈J m j .
Proof We recall the bound (2), which was used to prove exponential decay of the integrand at infinity. Now observe that I 0, m = 0, and the anticanonical hypersurface X is homologous to the toric boundary divisor σ = q∈V D q , so we have proved
where G X is given in (3). Because − log t = O(t −δ ) for any δ > 0, we can absorb the error terms depending on log t by reducing , and thereby obtain
for some (new, smaller) > 0. This completes the proof of Theorem B.
4 Proof of Theorem C
Formula for the Gamma class
Since the Gamma class is multiplicative, the short exact sequence 0 → TX → TY → NX → 0 gives
The Euler sequence on the toric variety Y gives the following expression for its Gamma class:
(compare [CLS11, Proposition 13.1.2]). Setting σ := j∈V D j as before, we have
because X is anticanonical and K Y = −σ . Thus we have the formula
Substituting in the power series expansion of Γ(1 + z), we obtain the more explicit
The identity G X = Γ X as formal power series
The expressions (3), (10) for G X and Γ X respectively define symmetric formal power series in the variables D j , j ∈ V . Theorem C follows from the following stronger statement:
Proposition 4.1 We have G X = Γ X as formal power series in {D j : j ∈ V}.
In the rest of this Section 4.2, we prove Proposition 4.1. By (3), we have
where, as before, the sum is taken over all ≥ 1, q ∈ V , all nonempty subsets J ⊂ V with q / ∈ J , and all vectors m : J → Z ≥0 , and we write ds J = j∈J ds j . We now regard D j as positive real numbers and introduce the following function
where the sum is over all q ∈ V and all nonempty subsets J ⊂ V not containing q, and σ = j∈V D j .
The convergence of the integral is ensured by the exponentially decaying factor e − j∈V D j s j .
It is straightforward to compute that, if the Taylor expansion of the integrand could be exchanged with the integral in the definition of G X (D), the result would be the formal power series G X . In fact we prove in Lemma 4.3 below that, for a fixed D = (D j : j ∈ V) ∈ (R + ) V , we have the asymptotic expansion
where G X | D j →yD j means the substitution of yD j for D j in the formal power series G X .
Similarly, we have the asymptotic expansion 6
where Γ X (D) is given by
Therefore it suffices to show that G X (D) = Γ X (D) as functions of D.
Note that we can interchange the integral sign with the sum over K in the definition of G X (D) because of the factor e − j∈J D j s j (this interchange was not possible for G X ). Thus:
In the first line we used the fact that K⊂J (−1) K = 0, and in the second line we interchanged the integration and summation, and then integrated s j out for j ∈ J \ K . Fixing an element q ∈ V and a subset K ⊂ V not containing q, we sum over subsets J containing K but not q. Using the fact that
where the case K = ∅ cancels the leading term 1 and only the case |K| = |V| − 1 remains.
In order to compute the sum of integrals in Equation (12), we interpret the domains of integration as subsets of the projective space over the topical numbers: concretely, we define the tropical projective space to be the quotient
where R + acts on (R ≥0 ) V diagonally by scalar multiplication. We write [u j : j ∈ V] for the homogeneous coordinates on TP |V|−1 . This projective space is equipped with a natural volume form, which is given by the expression
for each choice of 'inhomogeneous coordinates' which identify the complement of the hypersurface {u q = 0} with tropical affine space via the map
The key point is that the equality d log t = −d log 1/t implies that the right-hand sides of Equation (13) for two different affine charts agree on the overlap, yielding a volume form on TP |V|−1 .
Lemma 4.2 With respect to the volume form in Equation (13), we have:
Proof We begin by noting that j∈V u D j j /( j∈V u j ) σ is a well-defined function on TP |V|−1 because the numerator and denominator are homogeneous functions of equal degree, and the denominator is non-vanishing. Consider the subdivision TP |V|−1 = q∈V R q with
the asymptotic expansion. For this we use Taylor's theorem:
Note that each term (∂ a y g J )(X, 0) is a linear combination of products of the integrands defining the local integrals I ; m , and hence is integrable on [0, 1] J for the same reason that the local integrals are, namely the exponential decay arising from the bound (2). It remains to show that |(∂ m y g J )(X, y)| is bounded by an integrable function of X (on [0, 1] J ) which is independent of y ∈ [0, 1]. As in the proof of the bound (2), we can see that h J (X, y) extends to a smooth (even analytic) function in a neighbourhood of 
Examples of the local integrals
Recall that Γ X is expanded in the ζ -values ζ(k) with k ≥ 2 (see (10)). The identity G X = Γ X determines some of the local integrals I ; m (1) in terms of ζ(k). In general, however, the identity only shows that certain polynomial expressions in the local integrals equal ζ(k); it seems that individual local integrals cannot necessarily be written as polynomials in ζ(k).
A local integral of weight k is a real number belonging to the set
where dim( m) denotes the dimension of the vector m, i.e. dim( m) = p if m ∈ (Z ≥0 ) p . We can easily see that there are π(k − 1) + π(k − 2) + · · · + π(1) many local integrals of weight k, where π(j) denotes the number of partitions of j ∈ N. On the other hand, we obtain π(k) − 1 relations 8 in weight k from the identity G X = Γ X . Therefore, as k grows, the number of local integrals becomes far greater than the number of relations among them.
weight k 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 # of local integrals 1 3 6 11 18 29 44 66 96 138 194 271 # of relations 1 2 4 6 10 14 21 29 41 55 76 100
The local integral I 1;m of weight m + 2 can be computed explicitly. D 2 , D 3 , . . . ), and we obtain the maximal number of relations by doing so.
In weight 2
We have only one local integral I 1;0 = − 1 2 ζ(2).
In weight 3
We have 3 local integrals I 2;0 , I 1;0,0 , I 1;1 . The identity G X = Γ X together with (14) shows: 
In weight 4
We have 6 local integrals I 3;0 , I 2;1 , I 2;0,0 , I 1;2 , I 1;1,0 , I 1;0,0,0 . We obtain I 1;2 = −
Other examples
Considering the case where {D j : j ∈ V} = {D 1 , D 2 } and comparing the coefficient of D 
Proof of (5)
We use the above results for the local integrals to prove (5). for some > 0 depending on V 1 . Consider a domain V 2 ⊂ R 2 such that V 2 intersects the tropical line Sing(max(0, b 1 , b 2 )) only along the edge {b 1 = 0, b 2 < 0}. We again assume that ∂V 2 is affine-linear in a neighbourhood of the edge and is transverse to it. Since the contribution (to the integral) away from the edge {b 1 = 0, b 2 < 0} is exponentially small, we may assume that V 2 is of the form x log(1 + e −x )dx + O t (b 2 integrated out)
where we used (14) in the last step. The integrals over W 5 , W 6 are the same by the affine symmetry. The integral over W 7 is of order O (t ). The conclusion follows by summing up these contributions.
Remark 4.6 If we only assume that ∂V is smooth (instead of linear) in a neighbourhood of the tropical line Sing(max(0, b 1 , b 2 )) and intersects it transversally, we get the same result except that the error term O (t ) in the right-hand side must be replaced with O((− log t) −1 ). This is because the 2-jet of g − f (in the above proof) contributes to the term of order (− log t) −1 . More precisely, we are able to show − log t (1+t −b 1 +t −b 2 ) = max(0, b 1 , b 2 )− ζ(2) (− log t) 2 δ Sing(max(0,b 1 ,b 2 )) − ζ(3) (− log t) 3 δ (0,0) +O 1 (− log t) 4 where δ A means the delta measure supported on A (with A equipped with the affine measure). We plan to explore such distributions on tropical spaces in a future paper.
